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Cherenkov radiation of electromagnetic waves by electron beams in the absence
of an external magnetic field
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Yu. P. Bliokh
Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, 1 Akademicheskaya Street, Kharkov 310108, Ukraine

~Received 20 December 1999!

In conventional sources of coherent Cherenkov electromagnetic radiation, the electrons move linearly,
guided by external magnetic fields. In the absence of such fields, the electrons can move radially, being
affected by the beam self-fields as well as by the radial component of the electric field of the wave. This radial
motion can, first, improve the coupling of electrons to the field of a slow wave localized near the wall of a
slow-wave structure, and second, cause an energy exchange between the electrons and the wave due to an
additional transverse interaction. This interaction, in particular, can lead to an experimentally observed exci-
tation of nonsymmetric transverse electric waves in Cherenkov devices. In plasma-filled sources, the beam
self-fields can be compensated for by ions, leading to a known ion focusing of the beams. In such regimes, the
beam can be surrounded by an ion layer creating a potential well for electrons which can be displaced from
stationary trajectories by transverse fields of the wave. The operation of such sources when the presence of ions
and the radial electric field of the wave play competing focusing and defocusing roles, and electron interception
by the walls restricts the output power level, is analyzed in stationary and nonstationary regimes.

PACS number~s!: 41.60.Bq, 84.40.Fe, 52.75.Va, 07.57.Hm
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I. INTRODUCTION

A large number of sources of coherent electromagn
microwave radiation are based on the interaction of electr
with electromagnetic waves whose phase velocity,vph, is
close to the electron velocityvz . The radiation of such
waves was first observed by Cherenkov and Vavilov in
medium with a dielectric constante.1. Later, the radiation
from electrons propagating over the grating, which was fi
observed by Smith and Purcell@1#, was also understood as
Cherenkov synchronism between electrons and a slow sp
harmonic of the wave in a periodic slow-wave structure.

Periodic ~and quasiperiodic! slow-wave structures
~SWS’s! are used in practically all traveling-wave tub
~TWT’s! and backward-wave oscillators~BWO’s!. Conven-
tional TWT’s and BWO’s driven by low-voltage electro
beams are classical microwave tubes well described in
merous textbooks; see, e.g., Refs.@2# and @3#. Among high-
power microwave sources driven by relativistic electr
beams, BWO’s were the first devices in which efficient o
eration~with efficiency above 10%! was demonstrated@4,5#.
Later, the efficiency of relativistic BWO’s was increased
30–40 %@6,7#, and relativistic TWT’s with up to 55% effi-
ciency were developed@8#. In all these sources of cohere
electromagnetic radiation, linear electron beams are u
These beams are usually guided by external magnetic fi
produced by either heavy and bulky solenoids or perman
magnets.

Recently, an attempt was made to avoid the use of ex
nal magnetic fields for guiding intense electron beams.
stead, it was suggested@9# that the beam transport be pro
vided by adding some plasma, which leads to ion focusing
the beam electrons, a process known as the Benneth p
@10#. As a result, a number of PASOTRON’s~the acronym
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~2!/2657~10!/$15.00
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for plasma-assisted slow-wave oscillator! were developed
which utilized various slow-wave structures and operated
ther as backward-wave oscillators or as forward-wave am
fiers @11,12#.

The performance of PASOTRON oscillators and ampl
ers not only demonstrated the possibility of generating hi
power electromagnetic~EM! radiation in the absence o
guiding magnetic fields, but also clearly showed that the
dial motion of electrons can be important for the operation
these devices. In particular, this can be the only explana
for the excitation of transverse-electric waves observed
experiments@11#, since such waves cannot be excited
linear electron beams.

This motion may yield both positive and negative effec
Among the positive effects is an increase in the coupl
impedance of electrons moving outward to the wave loc
ized near the SWS walls. This effect can be especially
portant for BWOs, in which the wave amplitude is large ne
the beam entrance and small near the well-matched e
Such an axial profile is unfavorable for the efficiency b
cause electrons are modulated by a strong field and dec
ated in a weak field. Clearly, the radial displacement in su
a case increases the Lorentz force, decelerating elec
bunches near the exit, and thus increases the efficiency.
other positive effect can stem from the influence of the rad
electric field of the wave upon electrons moving radial
Added in a proper phase to the electron axial decelerat
this effect may increase the interaction between the elect
and the wave. Correspondingly, the efficiency can be
hanced, and the interaction region can be shortened.

The most deleterious effect is electron bombardment
SWS walls, which may cause rf breakdown, leading to m
crowave pulse shortening. The latter issue seems to be on
the most crucial for the development of high-power micr
2657 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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2658 PRE 62G. S. NUSINOVICH AND YU. P. BLIOKH
wave sources@13,14#. ~Note that here, we are not discussin
such obvious effects as the deterioration of a SWS surfac
the beam.!

In this paper, we make an attempt to analyze the sou
of high-power Cherenkov EM radiation driven by relativist
electron beams in the absence of a guiding magnetic fi
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we consi
some restrictions on the power level and the choice of
rameters in such devices. In Sec. III we present equat
describing the interaction between electrons and slow
waves in the absence of guiding magnetic field and s
fields of the beam. In Sec. IV we present the results of
small-signal analysis and large-signal simulations of th
equations. In Sec. V we discuss the creation of ions by
electron beam, and consider the effects of ions and b
self-fields on the performance of devices. Finally, Sec.
contains a discussion of the results obtained and the con
sions.

II. LIMITATIONS ON RADIATED POWER AND CHOICE
OF PARAMETERS

In this section, we will estimate the maximum level
radiated power allowed by rf breakdown and the parame
of the SWS that make efficient operation of a Cherenk
radiation source possible in the absence of an external m
netic field.

A. Maximum radiated power

Let us consider a periodic rippled-wall, finite-length SW
in which an initially linear electron beam can excite one
symmetric transverse-magnetic waves. Nonzero compon
of the wave fields of such a structure in the absence of b
self-fields can be determined as

Ez5ReH e2 ivt(
n

ian

gn

v/c
J0~gnr !eikznzJ ,

Er5ReH e2 ivt(
n

an

kzn

v/c
J1~gnr !eikznzJ , ~1!

Hf5ReH e2 ivt(
n

anJ1~gnr !eikznzJ .

Here, in accordance with Floquet’s theorem, the wave is r
resented as the superposition of spatial harmonics with a
wave numbers,kz,n5kz01n2p/d ~whered is the structure
period!, v is the wave frequency,kz,0 is the wave number o
the zeroth-order harmonic (2p/d,kz0,p/d),gn is the
transverse wave number of thenth harmonic@gn

25(v/c)2

2kz,n
2 #, and an is the nth harmonic amplitude. As will be

discussed below, the amplitudes of nonzero harmonics
pend on the height of the ripples. At the exit from the SW
the height of the ripples adiabatically diminishes to zero,
the radiated power can be determined as

P5 1
8 ua0u2ch0R0

2J1
2~n!. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, h05kz0 /(v/c) is the dimensionless axial wav
number,c the speed of light,R0 is the waveguide radius, an
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n is the mode eigennumber, which is determined by
boundary condition at the wall,J0(n)50 (n0152.405,n02
55.52, etc.!. Note that in the case of a shallow SWS, t
amplitude of the zero harmonic is much larger than the a
plitudes of other harmonics everywhere, so Eq.~2! can be
used for the field inside such an SWS. In particular, the ra
a1 /a0 , as shown elsewhere@15,16#, is linearly proportional
to l /R0 , wherel is the height of the ripples.

The breakdown field at the wall of a cylindrical wave
guide is determined by the radial component of the elec
field, Er(R0)'a0h0J1(n). So, when the maximum value fo
this field,Er ,max, is known, the maximum radiated power, a
follows from Eq.~2!, can be determined as

Pmax.4.165uh0u21Er ,max
2 R0

2. ~3!

In Eq. ~3! Pmax, Er ,max, andR0 are given in GW, MV/m, and
m, respectively. So, for instance, if we consider anX-band
source ~the wavelengthl.3 cm) operating at the TM01
mode with an SWS of a radius of about 2 cm and, in acc
dance with Ref.@17#, assumeEr ,max'20 MV/m, then Eq.~3!
yields Pmax'0.8 GW. ~Note that the breakdown field de
pends on a number of factors discussed elsewh
@13,14,17#!.

An intriguing feature of Eq.~3! is the presence ofh0 in
the denominator, which indicates that a higher power can
achieved in the case of operation near cutoff. In Eq.~2!, this
h0 appears, as usual, in the numerator. However, when
operation becomes closer to the cutoff, the radial elec
field, as follows from Eq.~1!, vanishes, and this fact alon
allows a tube to withstand operation at high power lev
without breakdown.@Of course, inside a SWS, an electr
field normal to a rippled wall is a superposition of the rad
and axial components, so accounting forEz modifies Eq.
~3!.#

B. Radial displacement of electrons

To simplify our initial treatment, let us neglect the bea
self-fields. Then the radial motion of electrons in the sy
chronous field of a TMop wave can be described by the equ
tion for the radial component of electron momentum:

dpr

dt
5ea~h2bz!I 1~ ugur !sinu. ~4!

Here,a, h, andg designate corresponding values for the sp
tial harmonic synchronous with electrons, andu5kzz2vt is
a slowly variable phase. Using the condition of Cherenk
synchronism,vph'vz , which can be rewritten ash'1/bz ,
and assuming that~1! the changes in electron energy an
axial velocity are small enough;~2! the argumentugur in the
first-order modified Bessel function is also small, so th
I 1(ugur )'1/2ugur ; and ~3! in the worst case of maximum
displacement, sinu51, one can rewrite Eq.~4! as ~cf. Ref.
@18#!

d2r

dt2
5V r

2r , ~5!

where
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V r
25

ea

m0cv

1

2g0
2~g0

221!
v2.

Hereg0 is the initial electron energy normalized to the re
energy. Equation~5! has an exponentially growing solution
from which it follows that electrons with an initial radia
coordinater b0 will not reach a SWS wall of a radiusRw
when the normalized amplitude of the synchronous spa
harmonic,As5ea/m0cv, and the interaction lengthL, obey
the following restriction:

S 1

2
AsD 1/2L

l
,

g0
221

2p
ln~Rw /r b0!. ~6!

Note that, at large radii, for which the approximation of t
modified Bessel function given above is incorrect, the cor
sponding restriction on the field amplitude and the inter
tion length is more stringent.

The choice of the field amplitude and the interacti
length can be done based on the analysis of electron a
motion. The axial momentum of electrons can be descri
by

dpz

dt
5eakI 0~ ugur !cosu, ~7!

where k5ugu/(v/c) is the dimensionless transverse wa
number of the synchronous spatial harmonic.@In Eq. ~7!, we
neglected the Lorentz force originating from the azimut
magnetic field of the wave and the electron radial motio#
Combining Eq.~7! with the equation for a slowly variable
phase,

du

dt
5kzvz2v,

under the same assumptions as noted above, yields a no
ear pendulum equation

d2u

dt2
5Vz

2 cosu, ~8!

which is well known in the theory of traveling-wave tube
@19# and free electron lasers@20#. The frequencyVz in Eq.
~8! relates to the frequencyV r in Eq. ~5! as Vz

2

5V r
2I 0(ugur )2g0

2.2g0
2V r

2.
So, estimating the condition of significant phase trapp

asVzT;p ~whereT5L/vz is the electron transit time!, and
combining this condition with Eq.~6!, yields

ln~Rw /r b0!.
p

&g0

. ~9!

Equation~9! determines the clearance between the beam
the SWS walls required for the beam transport through
interaction region in the absence of guiding magnetic fie

Recall that in the case of BWO’s the electrons inter
synchronously with the minus first spatial harmonic, wh
the radiation power is mainly carried by the zero harmon
In contrast, in TWTs the same slow-wave zero harmonic
responsible for both the interaction with electrons and
t
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power flow, so for TWTs these estimates should be modifi
properly. Note that this consideration can be supplemen
with the estimates of the synchronous field amplitude and
interaction length given in Ref.@21#.

III. GENERAL FORMALISM

Let us assume that the initial spread in electron veloci
is negligibly small, and that the presence of immobile io
compensates for the radial Lorentz force associated with
static self-fields of the beam. Then a self-consistent se
equations will contain equations for electron motion und
the action of the wave fields given by Eq.~1! and the equa-
tion for the wave amplitude describing the wave excitation
a shallow SWS by the beam. We will also assume that
spread in electron radial coordinates at the entrance is n
gibly small, which is valid for a thin annular electron beam
The latter assumption allows us to use a so-called ‘‘ha
disk’’ model of the beam. In this model, the electrons’ rad
displacement depends on the entrance time~i.e., the initial
phase with respect to the wave!, but all particles entering the
interaction region at the timet0 undergo the same displace
ment under the action of the wave.

In such a model, the electron momentump, energyg,
phaseu, radial coordinater, and wave amplitudeA, after a
certain normalization, can be described by the following
of equations:

dpz

dz
5

g

pz
Î 0~r!k Re~Aeiu!1

pr

pz
Î 1~r!Im~Aeiu!, ~10!

dpr

dz
5S h

g

pz
21D Î 1~r!Im~Aeiu!, ~11!

dg

dz
5k Î 0~r!Re~Aeiu!1h

pr

pz
Î 1~r!Im~Aeiu!, ~12!

du

dz
5D1

g0

pz0
2

g

pz
, ~13!

dr

dz
5

pr

pz
, ~14!

]A

]z
2

1

bgr

]A

]t
52I

1

2p E
0

2pFk Î 0~r!1 ih
pr

pz
Î 1~r!Ge2 iudu0 .

~15!

Herebgr is the wave group velocity normalized to the spe
of light and in equations for electron motion:

d

dz
5

]

]z
1

1

bz

]

]t
.

We will supplement these equations with the expression
the electron efficiency,

h5
1

g021 H g02
1

2pE0

2p

gdu0J . ~16!

In Eqs. ~10!–~15!, the electron momentum is normalized
m0c, and coordinates tov/c; the modified Bessel function
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of the argument,r5ugur , are normalized toI 0(ugur b0),
where r b0 is the initial radial coordinate of electrons; th
complex wave amplitude,A, is As , introduced above, multi-
plied by I 0(ugur b0); and the normalized beam current para
eter in Eq.~15! is equal to

I 5
eIb

m0c3 2
c3

v2N Ua21

a0
U2

I 0
2~ ugur b0!. ~17!

Also in Eq. ~13!, D5(1/bz0)2(1/bph) is the initial mis-
match of the Cherenkov synchronism. In Eq.~17!, the norm
of the wave,N, is proportional to the power flow given b
Eq. ~2! @P5(ua0u2/4)N#; the ratioua21 /a0u2 is given for the
case of a BWO~for a TWT, this ratio should be omitted!.
When the height of the ripples on an SWS wall is small
comparison with the wavelength, the ratioua21 /a0u can be
determined by the analytical formula given in Ref.@15#:

a21

a0
52 i

l

2

J1~g0R0!@g0
21h02p/d#

uguI 0~ uguR0!
.

Note that in the case of BWO’s, the wave propagates tow
the entrance, so the normN is negative, and correspondingl
the sign of the normalized current parameter,I, in Eq. ~15!
should be changed. Also, the boundary conditions to Eq.~15!
for the cases of TWTs and BWO’s are different: for a TW
A(0)5A0 ; for a BWO with a well-matched output,A(zout)
50, and in the case of a BWO with nonzero end reflectio
the wave amplitude at the exit depends on the reflection
efficient ~see, e.g., Ref.@22#!.

In the stationary regime, Eqs.~12!, ~15!, and ~16!, being
properly combined, yield the energy conservation law, wh
in the case of a TWT can be written as

uAu22uA0u252I ~g021!h. ~18!

This law can also be written in a similar form for BWO’s.
For the case of stationary operation, when the change

the electron energy and velocity are small, one can red
Eqs.~10!–~15! to the following set of equations:

d2u

dz2 5 Î 0~r!Re~aeiu!, ~19!

d2r

dz2 5 Î 1~r!Im~aeiu!, ~20!

da

dz
52

1

2p E
0

2p

Î 0~r!e2 iudu0 . ~21!

In reducing Eqs.~10!–~15! to Eqs.~19!–~21!, we used the
condition of Cherenkov synchronism for expressingk andh
via initial electron energy, introduced the Pierce gain para
eterC by C35I /(g0

221)5/2, and normalized the axial coor
dinate and the field amplitude toC: z5Cz, a5A/(g0

2

21)2C2. The boundary conditions to Eqs.~19! and~20! can
be written asu(0)5u0e@0;2p), du/dzu05D8 ~where D8
5D/C; the prime will be omitted hereafter!, and r(0)
5r0 , dr/dzu050. When the radial displacement is sma
-
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,
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-

Eqs.~19! and ~20! yield Eqs.~8! and ~5!, respectively. Note
that Eqs.~19!–~21! also allow us to calculate the normalize
efficiency,

ĥ5D2
1

2p E
0

2p du

dz
du0 , ~22!

which, as is known in the theory of TWT’s and BWO’
@19,23#, relates to the electron efficiency given by Eq.~16!,
as

h5~g011!Ag0
221Cĥ. ~23!

IV. RESULTS

A. Small-signal theory

In the framework of the small-signal theory, the action
the EM wave on electrons can be considered as a pertu
tion in the electron motion. Linearizing Eqs.~10!–~15! with
respect to these perturbations, and assuming that they pr
gate alongz as;exp(iGz), one can readily derive the follow
ing dispersion equation:

G2~G2D!1
C3

2
@11q~12Gbz0g0

2!#50. ~24!

Hereq5I 1
2(r0)/I 0

2(r0) describes the ratio of beam couplin
impedances to the radial and axial electric fields at
entrance. In the case of smallC’s, one can intro-
duceg521/3G/C andd521/3D/C, and, omitting small terms
(;C), reduce Eq.~24! to

g2~g2d!111q50. ~25!

Equation~25! is essentially the same as Eq.~13.26! in Ref.
@24# for the case in which the guiding magnetic field is a
sent. It is clear from Eq.~25! that the transverse interactio
enhances the wave growth by a factor of 11q. Introducing a
new gain parameterD35C3(11q), one can rewrite Eq.~25!
in the standard form@24#,

g2~g2d!1150, ~26!

whereg andd are normalized toD instead ofC, so the real
growth rateg now scales proportionally toD. Note that, as
follows from Eq.~25!, in the absence of a guiding magnet
field, the devices can operate not only in TM but also in T
modes, as was demonstrated experimentally by Goebelet al.
@12#.

B. Large-signal operation

The wave amplification and saturation in a TWT fre
from a guiding magnetic field is illustrated by Fig. 1, whic
shows the results of the study of Eqs.~19!–~21! for the case
of a050.1,r053 and different values ofD. It was assumed
that the wall radius corresponds torw54. The thin line in
Fig. 1 shows, for the sake of comparison, the same casD
51.5, when the radial motion of electrons is excluded fro
consideration. So, whenr5const, the wave grows slower@in
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accordance with Eq.~25!#; however, whenr varies, the
maximum amplitude is smaller because of the electrons
tercepting with the wall.

The latter process is illustrated by Fig. 2, which shows
trajectories of electrons with different entrance phases for
cases presented in Fig. 1. When the mismatchD is in the
range of 0@Fig. 2~a!# to 1.0@Fig. 2~b!#, the beam interception
starts just when the wave amplitude reaches its maxim
Then the process of interception stabilizes the wave am
tude. In the case ofD51.5 shown in Fig. 2~c!, the electron
bunch is formed in such a phase that the radial electric fi
first protects particles from interception, and the beam st
to spread radially outward only after the wave amplitu
passes the first maximum.

The effect of the axial and radial forces on electrons
illustrated by Fig. 3, which shows the location of electrons

FIG. 1. Wave amplitude as the function of the normalized ax
coordinate for different detunings of the Cherenkov synchronismD
~a thin line shows the same dependence for the case when the
motion of electrons is canceled!.

FIG. 2. Radial expansion of the beam for several detunings:~a!
D50, ~b! D51.0, and~c! D51.5.
-

e
e

.
li-

ld
ts

s

the planey5z sin(u1f) versusx5z cos(u1f). Here,f is
the phase of the complex amplitude,a5uaueif, so the ver-
tical axis corresponds to the force causing the radial d
placement@see Eq.~20!#, and the horizontal axis shows th
force causing the electron axial bunching@see Eq.~19!#. For
characterizing the electron location in different cross s
tions, the variablesx andy are proportional to the normalize
axial distancez. So, to analyze the location of particles in
given cross section,z5const, one should consider a circle

l

dial

FIG. 3. Location of electrons in the planey5z sin(u1f) vs x
5z cos(u1f), illustrating the effect of the axial~proportional tox!
and radial~proportional toy! forces on electrons. Each cross secti
corresponds to a circle with a radiusz5Ax21y2.
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given radiusz5Ax21y2 in this plane. Then the area wit
the largest density of particles shows where the bunch
located, and the azimuthal position of this bunch shows
effect of the radial and axial components of the force act
on it. As follows from Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, in the range ofD’s
from 0 to 1.0, the bunch is formed in such a phase that
radial force causes a radial expansion of the beam, whil
the case ofD51.5 shown in Fig. 3~c!, the bunch is formed in
a phase that corresponds to the focusing of electrons by
radial field.

V. EFFECT OF IONS

In such microwave sources as PASOTRON’s, the inter
tion region is initially filled with a neutral gas~helium at a
pressure;1025 torr and/or xenon at a pressure;1024 torr).
This low pressure gas is ionized by beam electrons tha
shown in Ref.@25#, are initially spread out due to the beam
electric self-field. Then the appearance of ions causes b
focusing and, simultaneously, the plasma electrons due to
beam’s self-field reach the walls.~Note that, in principle,
plasma electrons propagating in the interaction region o
MW-class microwave source acquire enough oscillatory
ergy for further ionization of such gases as He, which w
used in several experiments@9,11,12#.!

Typically, it takes about 5–6m sec@25# for the beam to
start propagating through an SWS in a quasistationary
gime of ion focusing. In this regime, the ratio of the io
density to the beam density,f 5ni /nb , is close to 1/g0

2 @26#.
Since the ion density in the beam region is smaller th

the beam density, the beam space charge causes the fo
tion of an ion layer around the beam. Whenni5nb /g0

2, the
radius of this ion layer, which neutralizes the beam sp
charge, relates to the beam radius asr i ,out5g0r b . So, in the
beam region, there are beam electrons and ions withni

5nb /g0
2, then, atr b,r ,r i ,out, there is an ion region tha

creates a potential well for beam electrons which can m
radially under the action of the radial electric field of th
wave; finally, atr .r i ,out there is a region of quasineutra
plasma.

The thickness of the ion layer,di , as follows from the
beam charge compensation by ions, is equal to

di5
1

e2pr iv0k
. ~27!

Herek is the coefficient for the dependence of the ion dens
on the beam current,ni5kIb ; this coefficient depends on th
ionization cross section, the geometry of the interaction
gion, and other factors.

Assuming that the thickness of ion layer,di , is much
smaller than its inner radius,r i , in , one can readily find that
to be in equilibrium, the electrons should have a radiusr b0
that corresponds to the bottom of the potential well crea
by the ions:

r b05r i1
di

2g0
2 . ~28!

For low-voltage operation, this means a radius that co
sponds to the exact middle of the ion layer.
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Taking into account the beam self-fields and the effect
ions, one can rewrite Eq.~20! for electron radial motion as

d2r

dz2 5 Î 1~r!Im~aeiu!2L
r0

r

3F 1

g0
2 22H 0, r,r i

~r2r i !/d ir i , r i<r<r i~11d i !

1, r.r i~11d i !
G .

~29!

Here, the first term (1/g0
2) in square brackets originates from

the superposition of the electric and magnetic self-fields
the beam acting upon electrons~see, e.g., Ref.@26#!; d i
5di /r i is the relative thickness of the ion layer, and

L5
eIb

m0c3

g0
2

~g0
221!2

1

C2

l

2pr b0
. ~30!

Since the Pierce gain parameterC is proportional toI b
1/3,

from the definition ofL it follows that L;I b
1/3; i.e., at low

currents „@ I b(kA)/17#1/3!1…, the effect of this additional
term in Eq.~29! is small. Also note that as the initial beam
radius becomes smaller, the radial electric field decrea
while the current density, which determines the parameteL,
increases. Therefore, the performance of the device wit
given beam current may strongly depend on the initial be
position.

Since the radial electric field of the wave may play
defocusing role at certain phasesu, while the presence o
ions always plays a focusing role, it makes sense to estim
the ion density required for the beam focusing. As follow
from Eqs.~4! and ~5!, the radial force of the wave can b
determined asFr.Asm0v2r /2g0(g0

221). At the same time
the focusing force caused by ions for electrons withr 5r i is
equal toF f522pe2nir /g0 . Correspondingly, the condition
uF f u.Fr can be written as

V i
2

v2.
As

g0
221

, ~31!

where V i
254pe2ni /m0 ~here m0 is the electron mass!.

Equation~31! shows that, to provide the same focusing e
fect at different power levels, the ion density should sc
proportionally to the wave amplitude. Since the ion dens
is proportional to the beam current, which ionizes an initia
neutral gas, it implies for the radiated power (P;As

2), a
dependence on the beam current,P;I b

2.

A. Traveling-wave tubes

The presence of ions may cause different effects in
operation of such a plasma-filled TWT, depending on
initial beam radiusr b0 . Some of these effects are illustrate
in Fig. 4, which shows the axial profile of the wave envelo
for three values ofr b0 . At small r b0’s electrons have a large
initial clearance, so they move radially toward the w
where the coupling impedance becomes larger, and reach
wall only after passing through the second maximum of
wave.~This second maximum is larger than the first simp
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because of the difference in coupling impedances.! At mod-
erater b0’s ~the case ofr052.7 is shown in Fig. 4!, electrons
reach the wall only in the cross section where the wave
plitude has its first maximum. Finally, at larger b0’s (r0
53.5 in Fig. 4!, electrons hit the wall before the first max
mum of the wave and this interception causes the wave s
ration. This effect is also illustrated by 5~a!–5~d!. Figures
5~a! and 5~b! show the electron motion and the axial dist
bution of the wave envelope for a small initial radius, (r0
50.7): ~a! corresponds to the absence of ions, and~b! to the
case whenL50.3. So, in the former case, the electrons rea
the wall when the wave amplitude is at its maximum, wh
in the latter case the electrons are confined in the pote
well. In contrast, when the initial radius of the electrons
large@r053 in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!#, the electron trajectories
are very much the same in the cases whenL50 @Figs. 5~c!#
andL50.3 @Fig. 5~d!#.

The above-mentioned saturation of the wave amplitude
the beam interception with the walls may lead to a qu
specific dependence of the output signalua(zout)u2 on the
input signal ua0u2. In this case, at low levels ofPin , the

FIG. 4. Axial dependence of the wave amplitude forD50, a0

50.1, rw54, L50.3, and different initial beam radii.
-

tu-
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e

output power grows linearly withPin , while, starting from a
certain level ofPin the output power remains constant. A
shown in Fig. 6, for the device under study, this depende
exists in a wide range of detunings,D ~from 21.0 to11.0!;
i.e., such performance, which is of interest for digital co
munication systems@27#, can be realized in a large band
width.

B. Backward-wave oscillators

It seems expedient to expect that the effect of the ra
electric field on the operation of BWO’s is stronger than
TWT’s because in BWO’s the wave amplitude is maximu
near the electron entrance. Correspondingly, during th
passage through the interaction space the electrons ca
strongly deflected radially.

The operation of BWO’s strongly depends on the refle
tion coefficient of waves from the exit@22#. When the reflec-
tion coefficient is close to 100%, the axial structure of t
field excited by the beam is fixed. Correspondingly, the o
eration of such a BWO can be described by Eqs.~19! and

FIG. 6. Normalized output power vs input power for seve
values of the mismatch of Cherenkov synchronismD.
FIG. 5. The axial dependence of the wave amplitude and electron trajectories forD50, a050.1, andrw54 and~a! L50, r050.7; ~b!
L50.3, r050.7; ~c! L53; and~d! L50.3, r053.
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~29! for electron motion, and the standard equation for
excitation of a cavity mode with a fixed spatial structure~see,
e.g., Eq.~21! in Ref. @28#!.

Some results of the study of such devices are presente
Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. In Fig. 7~a!, the normalized efficiency
determined by Eq.~22! is shown for the caseL50. Here the
dashed line shows the case in which the radial motion
electrons is neglected, while the solid line shows the cas
which this motion is taken into account. As follows from th
comparison of these lines, at small initial radii of the bea
the radial motion enhances the efficiency since partic
move to the region of stronger interaction with the wav
However, at large radii (r0.3 for the system with the nor
malized wall radiusrw54), electrons reach the wall ver
quickly so the efficiency decreases. In Fig. 7~b!, the same
curves are shown for the case of nonzeroL. @The parameter
L, determined by Eq.~30!, is equal to 0.3 forr052.# As
follows from Fig. 7~b!, at small initial radii (r0,1.4), the
effect of the radial electric field is negligibly small becauseL
is large, so electrons are trapped in the potential well. Ho
ever, at large initial radii~when 1.4,r0,3), the effect of
this well is not as strong. Therefore, electrons can m
through the potential barrier created by ions toward the w
and this causes a noticeable increase in the efficiency.

We have also studied nonstationary processes in BW
with a low Q SWS. To do this, we analyzed Eqs.~19! and
~29! for electron motion and a properly normalized Eq.~15!
for spatiotemporal evolution of the wave envelope. We a
lyzed a system with a relatively low reflection coefficientR
50.7, a normalized lengthzout52.5, an initial beam radius
r051.25, a wall radiusrw54.0, and various values of th
parameterL. It was found that at small enoughL’s, the
BWO operates in the steady-state regime. WhenL exceeds
the threshold value~which is a little smaller than 0.6!, a
strong automodulation appears. In the case ofL50.6 shown
in Fig. 8~a!, the system exhibits some kind of strong rela

FIG. 7. Normalized efficiency as the function of the initial bea
radius in the vacuum device~a! and in the presence of ions wit
L50.3 ~b!. Solid and dashed lines correspond, respectively, to
cases when the radial electric field of the wave is taken into acc
and ignored.
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ation oscillations. At largerL’s, the automodulation become
smaller, and it looks like a quasiharmonic automodulation
shown in Fig. 8~b! for L51.6. Corresponding spectra a
shown in Fig. 9, from which it follows that, in the case o
relaxation oscillations, the spectrum is much wider. Note t
a further increase inL makes the focusing effect of ions eve
stronger. This freezes the radial motion of electrons, wh
leads to the restoration of stationary oscillations atL.2.0.
Let us emphasize that the automodulation described ab
appears due to the radial motion of electrons. Certainly, s
an automodulation does not exist in systems with a str
guiding magnetic field.

Some examples of the correspondence of the radial
tion of electrons to the wave envelope profile, which is va

e
nt

FIG. 8. Temporal evolution of the wave amplitude at the e
trance to a plasma-filled BWO forL50.6 ~a! and 1.6~b!.

FIG. 9. Corresponding spectra of radiation for the cases of
laxation ~a! and quasiharmonic~b! automodulation.
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able in nonstationary regimes shown in Fig. 10. As se
in this figure, the beam interception by the wall again pla
the role of the triggering mechanism, restricting the incre
of the wave amplitude; as shown in Fig. 10~c!, when this
interception begins, the wave amplitude drastically d
creases.

FIG. 10. Axial structure of the wave envelope and correspo
ing trajectories of electrons in plasma-filled BWO’s operating
nonstationary regimes.
n
s
e

-

VI. SUMMARY

We have attempted to analyze the most important ph
cal issues in the operation of Cherenkov microwave sour
in which the role of the focusing force required for the bea
transport is played by ions instead of the external magn
field. Due to the absence of a guiding magnetic field,
electrons can move radially, and this radial motion seem
be a very important feature of such devices for a numbe
reasons. First, the influence of the transverse electric fi
upon electrons moving radially may contribute to the ene
exchange between electrons and the wave, and thus enh
the efficiency. In the framework of the small-signal theo
this increases the wave increment. In general, this ef
makes the operation of Cherenkov sources in nonsymme
transverse-electric modes possible. It also explains the
perimentally observed operation of PASOTRON’s in t
TE1,1 wave @9#. ~Recall that the linear theory of transvers
field TWT’s was developed by Pierce@24#.! Second, a cer-
tain radial shift of electrons toward the wall due to the rad
electric field of the wave is very beneficial, since it increas
the beam coupling to a synchronous slow wave whose fi
is localized near the wall. This allows one not only to i
crease the efficiency, which is proportional to the Pierce g
parameter~which, in its turn, increases with the couplin
impedance!, but also to shorten the interaction space, wh
makes a device more compact. Note that a radial shift
electrons toward the wall can also be realized in the prese
of an external magnetic field decreasing along the axis; h
ever, this sort of operation does not allow one to explore
mechanism of transverse interaction discussed above. R
that the fact of whether the radial electric field of the wa
plays a focusing or defocusing role depends on the mism
of the Cherenkov synchronismD, which, in turn, depends on
the voltage. So the operation of such devices can be ra
sensitive to even small variations in voltage.

Another interesting issue, which was analyzed above
‘‘zero-order’’ approximation, is the formation of a potentia
well due to the presence of ions around the beam with p
tially compensated space charge forces, and the effect of
well on the operation of devices. Although details of t
formation of the ion channel were not analyzed above, o
should expect that the depth of the potential well should
on the order of the potential of the Coulomb field produc
by the beam.~In the case when the ion density increases, t
should attract plasma electrons to ions, which will compe
sate for the excess of ions.! For electron beams of abou
1-cm radius and;100-A current, the Coulomb field has
potential on the order of several kV. This means that el
trons can be untrapped from such a potential well by a w
with an electrical radial field strength on the order of kV/cm
For a slow-wave structure with a transverse size of a few
this corresponds to a microwave power at the MW lev
When the generated power is at or above this level,
should not expect any significant effect of the structure of
ion channel on the performance of the device. So all
results of the analysis of stationary and nonstationary p
cesses in slow-wave devices with ion-focused elect
beams should be relevant to high-power experiments w
plasma-filled devices. Recall that among these results are~a!
a strong dependence of the efficiency on the initial posit

-
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2666 PRE 62G. S. NUSINOVICH AND YU. P. BLIOKH
of the beam,~b! a quite specific dependence of the outp
power on the input power in TWT’s, where the saturation
the output power occurs due to the beam interception w
the wall; ~c! a competition between the focusing role of t
potential well created by ions and the defocusing role of
radial electric field of the wave; and~d! a specific mechanism
of automodulation in BWO’s with relatively small end re
flections in which the beam interception by the wall plays
triggering role. Certainly, to make a comparison of theore
cal results with the available experimental data, a much m
i,

v

-

-

J.
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detailed numerical analysis should be done. Also, such iss
as the stability of intense electron beams used in P
SOTRON’s, and the possibility of controlling the PA
SOTRON operation by applying a small external magne
field, should be analyzed.
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